Southern California HEAL Summer 2017
Network Leaders Learning Circle

Friday, August 11, 2017
Hyatt Regency, Long Beach

Share highlights from the HEAL Zone collaborative reflection sessions.

Discuss creative ways to connect, layer and scale CAP strategies.

Identify methods for stronger partner engagement and effective strategy implementation.
Southern California Kaiser Permanente HEAL Teams

- Kaiser Permanente Southern California Regional Office (Funder)
- Kaiser Permanente Medical Centers (Partner)
- Technical Assistance Providers (Content Expertise)
- Community Partners (Coordination of Learning and Technical Assistance)
- HEAL Grantees
- Evaluation
Agenda

12:30 – 1:00 pm
Welcome, Introductions and Framing

1:00 – 2:30 pm
Highlights from Reflection Sessions

2:30 – 3:00 pm
Physical Activity and Networking Break

3:00 – 4:30 pm
Connecting, Layering and Scaling CAP Strategies

4:30 – 5:00 pm
Closing Reflections and Next Steps

6:00 – 8:00 pm
Networking Reception and Evening Walk
Icebreaker

Introduction
Share your name, site, and current role.

Question
Imagine 20 years from now, the newspaper is publishing an article on your HEAL community, what would the headline read?
Framing

Role of Collaboration in Reflection

Levels of Insight

The Individual

Reflection Points

The Collective
Highlights from Reflection Sessions

**GREEN**
What is the most valuable thing you learned from the reflection session? What was a takeaway for partners?

**ORANGE**
Which interventions stood out as strong? Which stood out as struggling? What are example CAP revisions as a result of the reflection session?
Partnerships and Strategies

**Stronger Partnership Engagement**
What will you and your partners, resident leaders and youth leaders do differently as a result of the reflection session to strengthen partnership engagement?

**Stronger Strategy Implementation**
What will you and your partners, resident leaders and youth leaders do differently as a result of the reflection session to strengthen strategy implementation?
BREAK TIME
Story from Ontario HEAL Zone

Karen Thompson
Associate Planner
City of Ontario

Evette De Luca
Executive Director
Partners for Better Health
Connecting, Layering and Scaling

Discussion Groups

Javier ANH + Letty VEN + Alan LAN + Michelle LAN
Maritza LB + Nicole RIV + Laura ONT
Angeles LG + Noel RIV + Nelly RIV
Louisa LB + Karen ONT + Evette ONT
Anita LG + Jesika RIV + Shene RIV
Connecting, Layering and Scaling

**Question 1**
What are opportunities to strengthen interventions by connecting, layering and scaling?

**Question 2**
What additional connections, partnerships, community support or resources (e.g. funding) do you and your partners need to achieve success in 2019?
Closing Reflections
Thank You for Participating

Please complete and return the surveys in your packet.

5:00 – 6:00 pm
Hotel Check-In

6:00 – 7:30 pm
Networking Reception at Poolside Patio

7:00 – 8:00 pm
Evening Walk of the Area